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ABSTRACT ! 
j 

Resul£s_are presented on hadron and muon inclusive pro- ; 
duction in e e collisions at v^ = 3.8 and 4.8 GeV. Anomalously ' 
large high momentum muon production is observed in noncoplanar j 
two charged particle final states, but no anomalies are seen in 
multicharged particle final states. Arguments are presented that J 
these extra muons do not come from charmed particlej but could ( 
possibly come J[rora heavy leptons. Results are also presented on i 
a search for e e narrow resonances with 5.7 GeV < M < 6 . 1 GeV. j 
The T/c was not seen in this scan which means that r ' <100 1 
ev. if tfie T has decay modes similar to the t and 4". C S . 

I I 
INTRODUCTION ! i I 

I+would like to present some of the results from two dif-
ferent e e experiments which heve been performed at tV.--- SPEAR i 
facility at SLAC. The two experiments are SP8, a Mary.1 .nd, Pavia, ; 
Princeton collaboration, and SP14/19, a Maryland, Pavia, Princeton, 
U.C. San Diego, SLAC collaboration. The physicists associated j 
with these experiments are as follows: 

SP8 
•kit ** *** ; T. L. Atwood D. Badtk£ , B. S. Barnett+ M. Cavalli-

Sforza , D.+G. Coyne , G+ Goggi , G. C. Mantovacjx , G. K. O'Neill i 
A. Piazzoli , B. Rossini , W. Sadrozjnskif, D. Scannicliio , \ 
K. Shinsky , L. V. Trasatti 1, G. T. Zorn"" 

D I S T R I B U T E •!>' TH'S DOCUMENT IS UNUWTEEI 



SP 14/19 

£ * * n 
D. Aschnan , D. Badtke , B. A. Barnett , C. Blddick , 

T. Burnett , M+ Cavalli-Sfgrza , D. G.gCoyne , G.+Goggi , Dft Groomf 
F. Impellizeri , L. Jones" » L. Keller , M. Livan , D. LyonT, G. 
Masek , E. Miller , G. K* O'Neill , F. Pastore , B. Rossini , ll.F.W. 
Sadrozinski , K. Shins^v'', J. Smith", J. Stronski", M. Sullivan , i W. Vernon , G. T. Zorn 

The procedure I will follow in this talk will be to discuss 
the SP8 results first and then turn to the SP14/19 results. The 
high momentum hadron spectra from SP8 have been published1 for 
some time, so I will review that data only to the extenr that it 
bears on my main topic,which is the inclusive muon spectrum. This 
spectrum shows an anomalously large number of muons2 in final 
states having two charged particles with large noncoplanarities in 
comparison to what is expected from QED or hadron effects. These 
extra muons could be related to some new process like charm, heavy 
lepton, or quark-gluon production. The SP14/19 results which I'll 
discuss cones from a recent energy scan in the 5.7 -*• 6.1 GeV 
region, wh<- "e we looked for narrow resonances in the total cross 
section. Preliminary analysis of the data shows no such resonances 
which puts interesting limits on the coupling of T ^ 97)3 to e e. 

* 
Work supported by the Energy Resero h and Development Administra-
tion, Istituto Nazionale di Fisica isuclcare, and the National 
Science Foundation. 

j f f t 
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland x 
Istituto di Fisica Nucleare, Univorsita di Pavia and Istituto 
Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di Pavia, 27100 Pavia,Italy 

^Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 
3U. C. San Diego, San Diego, California 
^Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California 
^Present address: Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Casella 

Postale 70, Frascati, Rome, Italy 
^Present address: The Johns. Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 



SI'S hXIVJUNr :.TAL APPARATUS 
The nair. chiracic-ristics of the SI'8 apparatus arc as follows: 
1) The event trigger required only a single charged particle 

passing through the r.ngnetic spectroactcr. + 
2) The spuotroneior was at 90 to the e e beans and covered 

about 1% of the total solid angle. 
3) The experiment taade C/^/TT/K/P identification for particles 

of 3ny momentum passing through che spcctroseter by neons of a 
Ccronkov counter, shover counters, range-hadror. filter, and tlase of 
flight. ; 

A) Particles traveling away fr< • the spectrometer on the > 
opposite side of the c c beans were partially identified by a ' 
shover counter and range-hadron filter. 

5) A central detector, culled the "polymeter", covered 992 • 
of the 4- stcradian solid angle and measured the chargc multiplicity 
of events which triggered our system It consisted of four units 
(one above, below, and on each side of the bean), each contalnigg_ 
three proportional wire chambers having wires parallel to the c c~ j 
beans. It measured the £ angle of all charged particles, but made 
no J measurement. j 

The Figure 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus as seen from 
above. The nagnctic field was vortical and rather uniform at » I 
4.2 K nauss; tjie total /Bd£. was 11.8 K gauss-meters. The posi-
tions of all of the proportional wire chambers are shown, where ! 
the label of "X" nc-ans the wires run vertically and "Y" means the 
wires run horizontally. The tice of flight Duasurencnt was made i 
between the scintillation councor, SI, and the first two scintilla- j 
tion counter plar.es of the shower counter to give a total flight ( 
pr.rh of about 5 meters. The Cerenkov counter was filled with 90 , 
psf£ of propane giving a r threshold of 1.05 CeV/c. The shower 
counters were nadc of a five layer sandwich of lead plates and • 
scintillation counters. The total thickness of the counters were { 
7.2 radiation lengths and the average electron pulse was » 6 times ' 
that of a niniraun ionizing muon. The hadron filters consisted of j 
69 cm of iron with three interspersed planes of five scintillation j 
counters placed side by side. The momentum needed by a muon to j 
penetrate the iron was » 1.05 GeV/c, the exact value depending on 
the angle of incidence, scattering, and straggling*4. The conjugate 
side shower counter and hadron filter, covering respectively 2.5 sr.* 
and 1.7 sr., identified back to back electrons and muons. 

HADRON SPFCTRA ANALYSIS 
The description of the apparatus should make it clear that 

the general definition of a hadronic event requires a non-shower-
ing, non-penetrating particle in the spectrometer. The norgializa- j 
tion of Ibp experiment was* achieved through the number of e e * n y, • 
events which can be related to the integrated luminosity by calcu- j 
1 at ions assuming the validity of QED. This shoul<j[ be a+good assump-j 
tion since several experiments5 have showed that e e • n u and I 

- . . - J 
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e c events with small noucollinearicy agree with quantum 
clect£od"non;ics. Figure 2 show:*, our noncollinearity distribution 
for y, u~ events defined by having penetrating particles in both 
hadron filters at /s « 4.8 GeV out to 30 which is the geometrical j 
limit for total acceptance inposed by the conjugate side. The line; 
drawn through the data is the result from a computer pro-rata of 
Bercnds, Gaeners, and Castnums6 which calculates e o~* ̂  from 1 

QED to order a3 using our experimental geometry. The agreement is 
'•cry good, having a 7.7 for 9 degrees of freedom. However, we 
limited our p y, data to 10 noncollinoarity for normalisation 
purposes sincc this corresponded to the cuts In many of the regu-
lar QED experimentsThe QED calculations gave inclusive cross 
sections for e c + u n" of do/dk « .4'« nb/sr. at /s « 4,8 GeV and 
do/dft «* .69 nb/sr. at Ss » 3.8 GcV. Any cross sections quoted 
later have a normalization uncertainty of ± 7X at Ss » 4.8 CeV and 
•± 11% at » 3.8 GeV due to the p, u~ statistics. 

Now let me describe the hadron results. Corrections from our 
Monte Carlo program were applied to our raw hadron data to find the 
original production spectra and ratios. This gave a K/ir ratio of 
0.27 db 0.08 and a p/ir ratio of 0.04 * 0.02 at 4.8 GeV for 
charged particles produced at 90 with momenta greater than 1.1 



NOMCOLLINEARITY (degrees) 
Fig. 2 j 

CeV/c. The corresponding particle fractions arc shown in Figure 3 , 
along with the SLAC-LBL data7 at lower momegta. Figure A shows j 
the inclusive invariant cross section at 90 , differential in | 
nomentua for IT'S and K's at B A.8 GeV. This figure illustrates 
that both spectra fall off rapidly with increasing momentum, and 
that our statistics in the K/n ratio quoted above are dominated by j 
the momentum region between 3.1 and 1.6 CeV/c where the pion cross ( 
section is distinctly larger than that of the haons. 

The charged multiplicity associated with the spectrometer hadron' 
events was measured by the large solid augle "polymeter" surrounding 
the vacuum pipe near the interaction region. Figures 5, 6, and 7, j 
show that quantity in various different forms: (5) the probability : 
of seeing each multiplicity regardless of the spectrometer momen-
tum or identity, (6) the event scatter plot of multiplicity versus 
momentum for each particle type, and (7) the average charge multi-
plicity versus momentum at v's » A.8 GeV. The few events with odd 
multiplicity are due predominately to y-ray conversion in the A% 
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radiation length of material in the vacuum pipe and first PWC. Fig 
ures 5 and 6 indicate that there is little dependence in the multi-
plicity upon either "s" or particle type. Figure 7, however, shows 
a clear connection between the multiplicity and spectrometer parti-
cle momentum in that the charged multiplicity increases rapidly as 
the spectrometer particle momentum decreases. The line in the 
figure is hand drawn to guide the eye, and is pegged to < N > = 2 
at E = 2.4 GeV/c by energy conservation. 

The average charged multiplicities for all events, selected 
to have at least one charged hadron with momentum greater than 
1.1 GeV/c, are 3,6 ± 0.3 and 3.8 ± 0.5 at Js = 4.8 and 3.8 GeV, 
respectively. 

Since it will be relevant later in the discussion of the 
inclusive muon production backgrounds, where two charged particle 
states will be discussed separately from larger multiplicity 
states, note that below a momentum of about 1.7 GeV/c there is a 
larger number of hadron events with high multiplicity than with 
multiplicity = 2. Also note that this multiplicity is different 
from th3t quoted in most experiments because we have an inclusive 
single particle trigger. That is to say, for example, that event 
types which have two high momentum charged particles will con-
tribute to the average multiplicity with double weighting relative 
to an event type with only one high momentum particle because it 
has twice the detection probability. Similarly, event types with 
no high momentum particles do not contribute at all. 



INCLUSIVE MOOV PRODCCTIO:; 

1 would now like tc turn from hadron production to muon 
production.*' I do this because we find an anomalously large 
amount of ouwi production is. noncoplanar two charged particle 
final states, and no anonsaly in higher charged multiplicity states, 
when cotcpared to QKD and hadronic effects. The organization of my 
presentation will be to discuss first the two charged particle 
states, then the multi-charged particle states, and, finally, some 
interpretations of the results in teres of possible nt-j particle 
production ::chen:es. 

The first events to be disiussed are those having only two 
charged particles, one of which was tagged in the spectrometer as 
a rcuon with momentum greater than 1.05 CoV/c. These events were 
exanined as a function of nor.coplanarjt^ as jj>pgosed to the non-
coil inearity which was used for the e e y. u events in Figure 2. 
The number of events versus the noncoplanaricy angle, is shown 
in Figure 8 for both •/s - 4.8 and 3.8 HeV. Usually, the second 
particle iu these events penetrated the conjugate hadron filter 
and was identified as a nuon. In some events, however, the second 
particle either missed the conjugate system, or failed to penetrate 
it. In either of these cases the identity of the particle was un-
known. Events in whicli the second particle could not be identified 
are marked aa "X" in Figure S. In the Ss - 4.8 GeV data, for 
example, the 11 events with noncoplanarity less than 30 have a non 
penetrating partic1-- in the conjugate apparatus. Six of these 
have angles such that they do not pass through the back of the 
hadron filter. All are consistent with being minimum ionizing 
particles in the showei couulei, which means that they could be 
muons, hadrens, or even electrons with energy below s» 400 MeV/c. 

The curves in the figure represent the QED result from 
another program by Berends* et al. using the normalization as 
described earlier. Both distributions are in fair agreement with 
QFD for $ < 20°, but the /s =4.8 GeV data shows a clcar excess 
o£ events above the QED curve at larger angles. The spectrometer 
muon momentum distribution of events for which 4> > 20 at each s 
is also shown in Figure 8. Since hadrons are a potential source 
of iruons it is nc£cvurt̂ iy_ that, although lower momenta are 
favored (unlike e e~-»- n g, ), the distributions don't show as much 
momentum dependence as the hadron spectra in Figure 4. 

The sccond class of events to be examined are defined by a 
muon with p > 1.05 GeV/c in the spectrometer and at least two 
additional particles in the "polymeter". No additional angular 
or momentum requirements are imposed upon these events because 
there is no large background source of muons in this channel. We 
found only two such events (nch « 3, 8) in the /s «* 4.8 GeV data. 

The backgrounds from known sources of muons for oach of 
thess event types are listed in Table I for /s = 4.8 GeV. The 
backgrounds related to hadron "punch through"9 or decay were cal-
culated using the momentum dependence of our measured hadronic 
spectra. The effects of the radiative tails of the t|) and 
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Kilo:; UACKi.llOUN'bS AT .'S - A.F GuV 

n , = 2 
ch a r«e o , > 2 

> 20° C h a r ^ 

lladron punch through . J9 ± .10 1.09 £ .15 

U v 

+ -
o c v y + _ 

t > n » 
T ~ | e e •» v v + -

.52 ±. .13 1.77 £ .22 

K •* u v .02 £ .02 .1A ± .09 

e+e~ ^ V v 2.95 
4 . + _ + — c e e c (i ̂  .01 2.05 

c ° y'y + _ I > 7i + _ - .22 ± .07 
L > U v. 

+ - , e e ; v 
! > r; (neutral) < .17 

I > Vi U 

Total number of events ^ o 5 3 
Expected 

Observed 13 2 
i 



particles were found following the prescription of Jackson10. 
Muon production from the yy process, e e u o e > has been 
studied by Craramer and Kinosliita11. The specific calculations 
for this reaction in our apparatus, done by Graaasr and Lepage, 
shoved that mostly n ^ - 3 events would result. This is because 
of the noncoplanarity restriction, where the net transverse momen-
tum for the muons must be balanced by the electrons. This causes 
one of the electrons to be deflected into the central detector, 
but not so much as to be seen in the conjugate shower counter. 

The table shows that the total background in the n ^ = 2 
and > 2 categories is 3.9 and 5.3 events respectively vhich ic 
to be compared with observed 13 and 2 events. The observed n ^ > 
2 rate is consistent with being entirely due to background, 
while there is a large excess of events in the n ̂  = 2 data. The 
probability of the known processes explaining the n ^ = 2 events 
is about 2 x 10~ . The cross section corresponding0 to the 9 
extra events is 

nch = 2 
% C = 23+12 pb/sr. 
d Q 90°,<£>20° " 9 

p >1.05 GeV/c U> 
If the extra muons are assumed to be produced isotropically, one 
finds 

nch= 2_ ooc+150 
a

 ~ -110 Pb 

p >1.05 GeV 
V-

• > 20° 

The upper limit on the cross section for n ̂  > 2 muon production is 
n c h> 2 

H 90° < 7,5 Pb/Sr* 
p >1.05 GeV/c W 

at the 95% confidence level. 
The n , = 2 data at /s » 3-8 GeV gives cn 

nch = 2 

do n-,+32 , . „ 
dn 90o • -16 pb/sr-

p >1.05 GeV/c tt 
which is not a statistically significant signal. 

No events with a ̂ -e signature were observed in this experi-
ment. The conjugate shower counter would have identified such an 



event if the noneollinearity < 40° and if E > 400 MeV/c. A 
necessarily crude and model dependent estimate using the SLAC-LBL 
results on (je production12 suggests that we would have expected to 
see less than one event. Obviously, our seeing none is consistent 
witl* this estimate. 

As a ILnal comment on the numbers themselves, I'll point out 
that the background calculations for the n ̂  — 2 and n j > 2 cases 
are clearly related. If one tries to increase the background in 
the n ^ = 2 case, the. background in the n , > 2 case will probably 
also increase, quickly becoming inconsistent with the observed 
data. 

INTERPRETATION OF MUON DATA 
The SLAC-LBL12 group has previously reported evidence for 

production of 2 charged particle states made up of and have 
interpreted this as evidence for new particle production: 

+ - + -e e U U L> 
U »+<e+)X 

If we follow this line of argument13, we can place new limits on 
the U decay modus using our auon data without making any assumption 
about the nature (charm, haavy lepton, quark ...) of the U. If we 
assume that the spectrometer selects this type,of event through 
the detection of the ̂  from the decay of the U^ then the "poly-
meter" mt-isures the total charged multiplicity of the U* decay. 
The v's = 4.8 GeV data can then be interpreted as giving 

[U* -*• (nch s 3)] (<7.5 pb/sr) 1 
„ < 3 

[U* (nch - 1)} (>23 pb/sr) 

with greater than 95% confidence.-
We can compare this ratio to the predictions of models for 

different particle type;. Three interesting possibilities are 
charm as described by Einhorn and Quigg11*, heavy leptons as 
described by Tsai15, and quarks/gluons as described by Pati and 
Salam15. These models give values for this decay multiplicity 
ratio of > 2, « .2, and « .2 .4, respectively. The heavy lepton 
and quark/gluon model are consistent with the experimental data, 
whereas the charm model is quite inconsistent (< .1% C.L.) with 
the data. It can, therefore, be+said that, whereas there may be . 
charmed particle production in e e"~ collisions at SPEAR, charmed 
particles are not the source of the anomalous•muon events if the 
decay properties of charmed particles are as described by Einhorn 
and Quigg. Another way of saying this is that some new process 
o£her than (perhaps along with) charm production is occurring in 
e e~ reactions at - 4.8 GeV. 

Looking specifically at the possibility of heavy leptons being 
the source of these anomalous muons, one can ask what branching 
ratio our data would suggest for U This can be found using 



result we get is 
R = ->3+'12 BU -> u vv ' -.09 

= 23+12 £b „ 2 dr 
da 9 sr d . 11.05 8«>20° 1 U i>vv 

e e~ •*• U U 
where the 2 is due to our having an inclusive trigger, —-

_ _ e+e~-> U IJ . 
Is the. average differential cross section for e e U U •*• y, near 
90 , f^ is the average fraction of muons with momentum >1.05 j 
GeV/c, S^^QQ is the correction for the noncoplanarity cut at 20 , | 
B- is the branching ratio of the second heavy lepton into one ' 
cliarged particle, and B,. - is the branching ratio of 13 •>• u ^ . 

u •*• u,vv l 
If we take the mass of the U to be 1.8 GeV, we can use the proce-
dures developed in several papers15'17 for calculating the heavy j 
lepton production and decay factors , ̂ 0 5 * anc* ®6>20° * 

"e<? UU j 
We assume a V-A interaction and that the branching ratio, B^, of U i 
into one charged particle is « .85 as indicated by Tsai15. The 

i 

which agrees with the SLAC-LBL result and theoretical predictions. 
Our data can also be used to put a limit on muon production I 

from charmed particles given several assumptions. The+value of R, ; 
i the ratio of hadron production to p+p.- production by e e , changes • 
fro:2 about 2.3 to 4.8 as the energy changes from 3.0 to 4.8 GeV. i 

. If A^ = - is attributed to heavy lepton production, there remains J 

. an unexplained AR = 1.5, or w 5+2_rib, which could be due to chnrm | 
production. IT I assume that e e~ c c where c is any of the j 
various possible charmed particles, and define B as the branching j 

, ratio of C -*- % v and f.. is the fraction of thl u's with P > 1 ^ 1.05 p, 
; 1.05 GeV/c, then, very crudely, the inclusive cross section for 
: muon detection is 
; a fo* detected) - (5.2) 2 B ^ Q 5 nb H • | 
Since the charmed events will usually have n ̂  > 2, we look at that! 

• cross section wh'.ch, again, crudely is j 
nch > 2 

0 = c - [(1 - 2 B ) (B )] 
V*> <u*> ' u . 

' where the (1 - 2 B ) is the branching ratio into hadrons assuming 
i It 
i 
| B = B , and B- is the probability of a hadron state having three 
' eft more charged particles. From Einhorn and Quigg1'* we roughly 
j get B3«» 0.7. If we assume that M » 1.8 •*• 2.0 GeV than f., 0,- «« 
| .15. We can then use our upper limit of 1.05 



n c h > 2 

ih- < 7-5 p b 

with isotropy in the above equation to find an upper limit for B 
of 12%. This is larger than theories predict, and can change ^ 
with ci different set of assumptions. It il3.ustrates, however, that 
there is no inconsistency between charm production in e e and the 
absence of high multiplicity ir.uon eveuts in our experiment. 

SP14/3 9 ENERGY SCAM NEAR 6 GeV 
The last item in this talk is a description of an e+e energy 

scan in the 5.7 to 6.1 GeV region searching for resonances. This 
was, of course, motivated by the announcement of the T ^ 97) 3* 
region was scanned in steps of » 3 MeV with about 20 minutes being 
spent on each point. This generally gave an average fhdt of 10.J^* 
The equipment used in this run was different from that described 
earlier, so I'll describe it and the trigger, and then turn to the 
results. 

A schematic of the SP14/19 central detector is shown in Figure 
9. This figure shows three main components which need to be de-
fined: 1) A set of "tube" proportional wire chambers surrounding 
the vacuun pipe, 2) four sets of three flat plane proportional wire 
chambers placed above, belotf, and on each side of the "tube" 
counters, and 3) two banks of Mai crystals, one above and one below 
the interaction region. The tube counters are each a one-wire PWC 
made by stretching one wire inside a long aluminum tube having a 
square cross section 1/2" on a side. The individual tubes were 
then packed side by side into four concentric rings, thus making a 
system equivalent to four concentric cylindrical PWC's. Their 
solid angle coverage was 90 95% of 4t7 steradians. The flat PWC's 
were standard chambers having their wires running perpendicular to 
the beam. These chambers gave a 0 measurement on charged particles 
whereas the tube counters gave a <f> measurement. The flat chambers 
had a solid angle coverage of « 25% of 47r steradians. The banks 
of Nal were made of a stack of several long (ja* 18") hexagonally 
shaped (3" on a flat side, 6" "diameter") Nal crystals with a photo-
tube on one of the hexagonal faces. The long axes <̂f these 
crystals were horizontal and perpendicular to the e or e beam 
direction. There were six crystals in one bank and seven in the 
other. The output signal of the Nal was fed to ADC's, but could 
also be used as part of the fast trigger. 

The event trigger we used required at least two crudely 
defined charged particles in the tube counters along with either 
a charged particle or y-ray in one of the Nal banks. This S-fold^ 
coincidence gave a trigger rate of a few Hertz which is nearly 10 

' higher than the true e e interaction rate. Most of the triggers 
were background junk from particles being lost from the beam and 
from cosmic rays. + _ 

The events verc computer analyzed to select "e e •*• hadrons" 
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candidate?, fro.:: the junk. We generally required 2- 2 charged 
particles in the tub-j couuti-rs. An event having only two clear 
tracks was classified as liadronic if the noncoplanarity angle 
was greater than 120 . Events originating outside of the inter-
action region weri; rejected by imposing a 20 ca window on the re-
constructed trad: origin along the beam direction for at least 
one track. 

The efficiency for detecting the decay products from a reso-
nance depends markedly upon the final stat^ characteristics. If 
we ausuir.e that two charged particles are S'ion by the tube counter?; 
and a neutral is converted in the Nal, the efficiency is 

Kff. - ( A V V K a J > f ( N > C v ; ) 

where f.̂  is a function dependent upon the particle multipli-
city and' ' angular distribution for the event. (If one of the 
charged particle in the tube counter triggers the Nal, one of the 
fcSl,j, factors is removed, but then the f d o e s n ' t include 
neutral particles.) If we assume that » »y the decay properties 
of a resonance in the 5.7 -> 6.1 GeV region is similar to the î  or 

this trigger efficiency is s« 60%. 
Only preliminary results are available at this time, and 

further work is being done. However, no significant bumps have 
been observed in the data yet, which allows us to find a prelim-
inary uppe^ limit for the coupling constant of any missed reno-
rance to e e . If we assume that the resonance is narrow, r 
3 MeV, it vould show up in a couple of bins in the scan. Since we 
don't see a significant fluctuation in a small nunber of bins, we 
put a limit on the cross section integrated over this width of 

dE = AO nb - MeV. 

This can be related tt: the coupling of a resonance to e+e by 
* 2 rv 
^ e e total 

where is the width for decaying into hadron states detected by 
the apparatus. If we assume the decay modes are similar to those 
of the $ or so that our efficiency is 60% on all hadron events, 
then our preliminary upper limit is 

T < 100 ev ee 
for any undetected resonance, such as T , in this region. 

SUMMARY 
A summary of the main points I've tried to make in this talk 

are as follows: + _ 
1) An anomalous muon production process exists in e e 

reactions at A.8 GeV. 
2) It appears in our data only in two charged particle final 
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stores. .j. _ _ 
3) I f *'e assume t h a t e e U U , t h e n 

r ( U * (nch * 3 ) ) 1 
r (U - <nch = 1)) < 3 

4) The above ratio is inconsistent with charm particles being 
the source o£ these muons> but charm particles could still be 
present in e e reactions in this energy region. 

5) The decay multiplicity ratio is consistent with heavy 
leptons as is our tjjjtal production rate. 

6) Any narrow e e resonance in the 5.97 •*• 6 . 1 CeV region has 
T < 100 ev. ee 


